The enclosed schematics cover THE FISHER 205 and 215 Receivers, and furnish servicing information until complete service manuals are available.
NOTE: LINE VOLTAGE SET TO 120 V AC FOR ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.
1. ALL VOLTAGES 200 V AC.
2. VOLTAGEMEASUREMENTS TAKEN WITH DC VOLTAGE Indicator CONNECTED WITH DC INPUT TERMINAL.
3. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TAKEN WITH DC VOLTAGE Indicator CONNECTED WITH DC INPUT TERMINAL.
4. VOLUME CONTROL SET TO FULL VOLUME, VOLUME TUNED, MEASURED WITH DC VOLTAGE Indicator CONNECTED WITH DC INPUT TERMINAL.
NOTES:
1. LINE VOLTAGE SET TO 120VAC FOR ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.
2. ALL VOLTAGES ARE ± 20%
3. ALL VOLTAGES ARE DC, MEASURED WITH A DC VOTM TO CHASSIS, WITH NO SIGNAL INPUT.
4. (1) DENOTES PARTS MOUNTED ON UNDERSIDE OF BOARD.